
Agenda of Webinar
“Internationalization of Formal Curriculum”

Budapest Metropolitan University
August 14, 2019

1) Introduction of Speakers and Contributors (György Túry, Ph.D.,  Viktor Friedman Ph.D., 
Judit Grotte Ph.D., Károly Kopasz)
2) Analytical/Theoretical Introduction to Internationalization of Formal Curriculum 
(György Túry Ph.D.)
3) A Case Study at Budapest Metropolitan University (Judit Grotte Ph.D., Viktor Friedman Ph.D.)
4) Internationalization of the Curriculum—From the Perspective of the 
International Directorate of the University (Károly Kopasz)
5) Q&A Session 

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This communication reflects the views only of the author,
and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.



György Túry, Ph.D.
Budapest Metropolitan University

Vice-Rector for International Academic Relations (2018 – present)
Dean, Faculty of Arts and Creative Industries (2014 – 2018)

Fulbright Professor, Ohio State University, USA (2012 – 2014)
Fulbright Researcher, Columbia University, USA, (2006)

Fields of Interest: Cultural Studies, Critical Theory, 
Global Higher Education Management



”Internationalisation is increasingly being understood as 
a cross-sectional task that has an ongoing impact on all 

areas of the university. It is no longer limited to 
traditional core areas such as joint research with 

international partners or the mobility of students and 
academics. These fields remain highly relevant; however, 

a broad-based understanding of internationalisation 
necessarily also includes academic teaching content.” 



Learning environment in higher education (selection):
- institutional/political/national/supranational/legal context
- field of study
- curricula
- faculty
- physical space
- sources of (additional) information (on- and off line)  
- peers



Curriculum: the teaching plan or syllabus for a study programme as laid 
down in module handbooks and subject specific provisions, along with 
the learning objectives of the individual modules of a study programme, 
the content and the teaching materials such as textbooks or digital 
materials.

Internationalization of the curriculum: ”the incorporation of
international, intercultural, and/or global dimensions into the content of 
the curriculum as well as the learning outcomes, assessment tasks, 
teaching methods, and support services of a program of study.” Betty 
Leask



Types/aspects of university curricula:
- formal
- informal
- hidden
(Betty Leask. Internationalizing the Curriculum. New York, Routledge, 
2015.)

Aspects of the Formal Curriculum:
- academic
- non-academic



Reasons to Internationalize the Curriculum:

- global citizens in a globalized world (assumption might or might not be 
taken for granted, cf. institutional/political/national context)
- international, democratic values (cf. global human rights, equality)
- global labor market
- global knowledge production/sharing
- “gives students the ability to reflect critically on the positional bias of 
their own perspective and thus the inherent conditions affecting their 
own behaviours” (cf. Recommendation by the General Assembly of the 
German Rectors’ Conference [HRK], Sept. 2017)



Internationalized Curriculum

- Definition
- Objectives
- Teaching and Learning Content
- Instruments
- Language
- Assessment
- Internship
- Digitalization
- Staff Development and Resource Planning







Summary
”Internationalisation of curricula is to be understood as a central 
element in a university’s internationalisation strategy. In this context 
the internationalisation of curricula needs to be optimally 
integrated into the broader internationalisation strategy of the 
university. Hence the internationalisation of curricula should not be 
considered in isolation from other measures for the 
internationalisation of universities. In fact it interacts with these 
measures, playing a crucial role in
strengthening the internationality of the university overall. 
International curricula not only increase the attractiveness of the 
university for international students and contribute to a welcome 
diversification of learning groups, but are also an instrument for 
promoting the international mobility of students.” (German Rectors’ 
Conference)



Viktor Friedmann, Ph.D.
Budapest Metropolitan University

Director of International Relations (BA) Program (2015 – present) 
Doctoral Studies, Central European University (2008-2014) 

Fields of Interest: International Politics, Intellectual History, Foreign Relations of China



Coventry Top-Up program at METU

- since 2018
- 2 semesters
- for advanced business students
- integrated into our curricula as a specialization
- taught in Budapest by METU’s professors
- course descriptions (adaptable) provided by Coventry University
- complex negotiations of general rules as well as course content, and a 
- quality assurance process



Challenges of integration

- Different institutional and academic cultures
- Explicit rules

- E.g. exam forms and dates

- Implicit knowledge

- Grading scales

- Outcomes vs. processes

- Identify the flexible, keep the essential



Benefits of the program

- Two degrees in the same timeframe
- Experience with diverse institutional frameworks – ability to adapt
- Increased awareness of one’s own academic culture



Judit Grotte, Ph.D.
Budapest Metropolitan University

Associate Professor, Founder and Head of International Hospitality Management 
Specialization (English & Hungarian Language) (2013 – present)

More than 10 years national & international work experience in tourism and 
hospitality business (Austria, Holland, United States)

Fields of Interest: International Tourism Market, Cultural Studies, On- and offline 
Marketing, Sustainable Tourism



Think globally, act locally – even in Education – Internationalization of the formal 
curriculum

”The concept, originally used in the context of environment and sustainability, has now
been widely customized for use when discussing brand proliferation in other countries.
how to customize products to be desired by those in a new geographic marketplace ”
https://www.e-education.psu.edu/emsc302/node/502

Best Practice: METU & Coventry cooperation (BA specialization), 

Different University Culture

Goal: Balance and Cooperation: adapt & compromise

https://www.e-education.psu.edu/emsc302/node/502


The Case of International Event Management Subject at the Coventry Top up program at METU

- Students: 16 students from different fields and different cultures (Zimbabwe,Pakisthan, Georgia, Oman, etc.)
- Professors: METU: everybody came from the industry
- Adapt & Compromise in the Curriculum

Structure and content of the Curriculum (4 parts)

1. Teaching staff with picture and email - Compromise

2. Module Information
- Module description with
Learning outcomes: very detailed: ADAPT



- Expectation of Students, Students are expected to: ADAPT!
Attend all timetabled lecture/seminars
Arrive to class on time
Submit all assessment on time
Read additional materials made available throughout Moodle
- Important information and links

3. Teaching and Learning – 12 weeks! Visiting lecturers from the industry

- Teaching and Learning Strategy
Lecture - 20 hours
Seminars - 20 hours
Self-Guided - 60 hours 
”In addition, students are encouraged to engage in the topic area outside the classroom. 
Materials will be provided on Moodle which students are expected to read. Further, it is 
expected that students will seek out further reading to enhance their understanding of the 
topic area.” - Coventry



Lecture: self-guided study
Seminar: ”NO Seminar ,Book your slots for DROP-IN SESSION” – kind of consultancy

COMPROMISE & COOPERATE

4. Assesment
- Assesment Summary
- Pass Mark
Marks Guidance very detailed – ADAPT!



Károly Kopasz
Budapest Metropolitan University

International Partnerships Coordinator, Erasmus+ KA107, Campus Mundi, CEEPUS (2015 – Present)
Program Coordinator, CIEE – Hungarian-American Enterprise Scholarship Fund (2014 – 2016)
Head of Scholarship Board Office, Balassi Institute – Campus Hungary Program (2012 – 2015) 

International Programs Coordinator, Pázmány Péter Catholic University – Faculty of Humanities (2006 -
2012)

Fields of interest: Short term programs, Cultural exchange, Gastronomy as a tool for internationalization



Internationalization of the Curriculum –
From the Perspective of the International Directorate 

About us

- Student recruitment, agents
- International marketing
- Study Abroad, Exchange, EU projects
- International academic parnterships



Direct and indirect internationalization aspects
- Articulation agreements, 2+2, 3+1 and more
- Mobility window
- Credit Mobility
- Exchange programs



A special case: integration and internationalization in the formal 
curriculum of international students

- Unique approach in Hungary:  the integration of international 
students is part of the formal curriculum.
- From Orientation Lecutre Series to the Headmaster system.
- How to internationalize international students? Formal and 
informal approaches (Welcome weekend, University seminars, 
Headmasters, Mentor system, METU on the Move)
- Challenges and future developments
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Thank you for your attention!
Have a nice day and week.


